A method of performing a financial transaction via unsecured public telecommunication infrastructure comprising collecting data relating to a specified financial transaction type; building a transaction token including collected data and/or data derived from the collected data; encrypting the transaction token; creating a financial transaction protocol message incorporating the encrypted transaction token as dependent on a selected transport channel through which the message is to be conveyed; and conveying the financial transaction protocol message using the selected transport channel and by way of the unsecured public telecommunication infrastructure to a destination where the financial transaction protocol message will be further processed is disclosed.
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METHOD OF PERFORMING A FINANCIAL TRANSACTION VIA UNSECURED PUBLIC TELECOMMUNICATION INFRASTRUCTURE AND AN APPARATUS FOR SAME

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The invention relates to a method of performing a financial transaction via Unsecured Public Telecommunication Infrastructure and an apparatus for same. The invention is particularly suited to a mobile phone operating in a manner substantially identical to present Point Of Sale ("POS") payment terminals used for handling debit and credit card transactions.

BACKGROUND TO THE INVENTION

The following discussion of the background to the invention is intended to facilitate an understanding of the present invention. However, it should be appreciated that the discussion is not an acknowledgment or admission that any of the material referred to was published, known or part of the common general knowledge in any jurisdiction as at the priority date of the application.

Existing Payment Security Application Module ("PSAM") transactions work off the assumption that there is a secure connection between the terminal and the back end systems of the acquiring financial institution. As a result, the only security mechanism employed in these transactions is the encryption of the personal identification number ("PIN") block.

While this assumption has some merit in the case of terminals having dedicated lines and routing structures to the acquiring financial institution, it is still possible to intercept transmissions flowing through such architecture.

By contrast, the applicant has developed the current invention based on the contrary assumption that there is no secure connection between a terminal and the back end system. As a result, the applicant’s invention allows for the use of unsecured public telecommunication infrastructure for the handling of PSAM transactions, such as the short messaging service ("SMS"). Use of SMS infrastructure and protocols to handle financial transactions has further problems, however, in the limited amount of data that may be used to communicate such transactions and its associated inherent resistance to the typically high data overheads of encryption.

At the same time, the hardware specifications for executing PSAM applications have been defined in the Terminal Architecture for PSAM Application document published by Europay International, PBS A/S and Visa International Service Association in 2000. However, as contemplated by this document, the PSAM is a standardised terminal having an architecture-independent structure.

The result has been the development of specific point-of-sale terminals with dedicated hardware. In the case of mobile point-of-sale terminals, the PSAM chip handles all PSAM functionality, while a separate SIM card handles transport of the data generated by the PSAM across the wireless network.

As a result of this architecture:

The form factor of the mobile point of sale terminal must be of sufficient size to accommodate the two separate chips (the PSAM chip and the SIM card); and

Mass consumer SIM devices, such as mobile phones, are unable to be used to handle PSAM applications.

This latter restriction, combined with the high cost of dedicated PSAM hardware, has stifled the adoption of PSAMs by merchants to handle financial transactions.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Throughout this document, unless otherwise indicated to the contrary, the terms “comprising”, “consisting of”, and the like, are to be construed as non-exhaustive, or in other words, as including, but not limited to.

In accordance with a first aspect of the present invention there is a method of performing a financial transaction via unsecured public telecommunication infrastructure comprising the steps of:

- collecting data relating to a specified financial transaction type;
- building a transaction token including collected data and/or data derived from the collected data;
- encrypting the transaction token;
- creating a financial transaction protocol message incorporating the encrypted transaction token as dependent on a selected transport channel through which the message is to be conveyed; and
- conveying the financial transaction protocol message using the selected transport channel and by way of the unsecured public telecommunication infrastructure to a destination where the financial transaction protocol message will be further processed.

The step of collecting data relating to a specified transaction type may further include the sub-step of collecting authentication data which is thereafter encrypted, the transaction token built thereafter including the encrypted authentication data. The transaction token data may also be formatted and/or encrypted.

The step of collecting data relating to a specified financial transaction type may also include obtaining data by at least one of the following ways: from files stored on a device used to obtain the data; from a data reader associated with, or integrated into, the device used to obtain the data; from a customer by way of the user interface of the device used to obtain the data. The data so obtained may include a set of transaction rules applicable to the financial transaction type.

The transaction token may also be padded as required for the selected transport channel.

The method may also include the step of calculating a session key, the session key then being used to encrypt the transaction token during the step of encrypting the transaction token.

The selected transport channel may be General Packet Radio System ("GPRS") or SMS.

Where the selected transport channel is GPRS, the step of creating a transaction token may include the sub-steps of:

- appending an end token record data value to the transaction token; and
- padding the transaction token with null values until the altered transaction token is a multiple of 8 bytes.

Similarly, the step of encrypting the transaction token further includes the sub-steps of calculating a message...
authentication code session key and encrypting the altered and padded transaction token using the message authentication code session key.

When the selected transport channel is GPRS, the step of creating a financial transaction protocol message may include the sub-step of creating a key serial number and where the financial transaction protocol message so created comprises the key serial number the transaction token and a message authentication code session key.

Where the selected transport channel is SMS, the step of building the transaction token further includes the sub-steps of determining a padding counter and a message counter and appending the padding counter and the message counter to the message. The step of encrypting the transaction token may also includes the sub-step of encrypting the transaction token using a ciphering key based on 3GPP TS 03.48 specifications.

Also when the selected transport channel is SMS, the step of creating a financial transaction protocol message may include the sub-step of prefixing the encrypted transaction token with a SMS header.

In accordance with a second aspect of the present invention there is a communications device for facilitating the performance of a financial transaction via unsecured public telecommunication infrastructure, the communications device operable to execute software stored thereon or on removable media in data and control communication with the device to:

- collect data relating to a specified financial transaction type;
- build a transaction token including collect data and/or data derived from the collected data;
- encrypt the transaction token;
- create a financial transaction protocol message incorporating the encrypted transaction token as dependent on a selected transport channel through which the message is to be conveyed; and
- convey the financial transaction protocol message using the selected transport channel and by way of the unsecured public telecommunication infrastructure to a destination where the financial transaction protocol message will be further processed.

The collected data may include authentication data. The transaction token may include the authentication data in an encrypted form.

The communications device may also include a reader for reading information stored on external devices.

Preferably, the communications device is operable to communicate by way of one or more of the following transport channels: GPRS; SMS.

In accordance with a third aspect of the present invention there is a card comprising at least one integrated circuit, the card being of similar size and shape to ordinary Subscriber Identity Module ("SIM") card where, when the card is received within a device having a SIM card interface, executable software stored on a memory means of the at least one integrated circuit, when executed, is able to communicate with software stored on the device thereby allowing the device to provide both SIM and PSAM functionality to a user of the device.

The device may only able to be operated as a SIM or PSAM at any point in time and communication between the software stored on the memory means and software stored on the device is by way of a logical communications channel.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The invention will now be described, by way of example only, with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 is a flowchart of a first embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 2 is a general schematic of hardware used in the first embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 3 is a graphical representation of a transaction token as used in the present invention.
FIG. 4 is a first flowchart of a second embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 5 is a second flowchart of a second embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 6 is a general schematic of a communications device incorporating both SIM and PSAM functionality.

PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS OF THE INVENTION

In accordance with a first embodiment of the invention there is a method of performing a financial transaction via unsecured public telecommunication infrastructure. A flowchart of the method is shown in FIG. 1.

The underlying entities operational in the method comprise a terminal unit and a back end processing system. A payment application is a program executable on the terminal unit. In this embodiment, the payment application is also stored in the memory of the terminal unit.

In addition to the executable code that forms the basis for the payment application, the payment application also includes a plurality of data files. The data files include data needed by the payment application during different application/transaction sessions. The types of data stored in the plurality of data files include:

- Security Data;
- Connection data; and
- Transaction data.

In the case of the transaction data, typical information stored includes the International Mobile Equipment Identity of the terminal unit; the processing rules for the different possible transactions to be handled by the payment application; the unique identification code of the back end processing system; and a temporary copy of the latest transaction token.

The payment application also maintains a transaction log. The transaction log contains selected details of at least the three previous transactions handled by the payment application (including selected details of any response issued by the back end processing system). This selected information allows the payment application to verify what transactions have taken place for dispute resolution purposes and also as a means of facilitating reversal of a past transaction.

It should be noted that to avoid duplication, any transaction repeat request made by the payment application is not separately recorded in the transaction log. When a transaction repeat request is made a retry counter associated with the request is incremented as a record of this request.

The transaction log is a read-only data file. The transaction log maintains data in respect of prior transactions on a First In First Out basis.

The method of this first embodiment is now described as follows.
The user navigates the user interface of the terminal unit in a manner such as to instruct the terminal unit that a new financial transaction is to be created (Step 102).

When an indication is made that a new financial transaction is to be created, the terminal unit queries the user as to the type of the new financial transaction (Step 104). The user has the option of specifying one of the following types of financial transactions:

- Transaction request;
- Transaction repeat request; and
- Transaction reversal request.

As the form of each of these types of financial transactions is dictated by the transport channel used, the method of this embodiment of the invention will now be discussed purely in the context of a transaction request.

Following specification that the new financial transaction is a transaction request, the terminal unit operates to collect data related to the transaction (Step 106). This information comes from three sources:

- The terminal unit itself, including its stored file systems;
- The customer’s credit/debit card; and/or
- The customer himself/herself.

One element of information required is the user’s PIN.

The need for and method by which a PIN is entered are governed by the processing rules encapsulated in the terminal unit’s stored file systems (Step 108). In situations where a PIN is required to be entered, there are two methods for PIN entry contemplated by this embodiment of the invention:

- Entry by way of the terminal unit; or
- Entry by way of an SIM Tool Kit (“STK”) session.

In this embodiment, the processing rules specify that a PIN should be entered by way of the terminal unit.

Where PIN entry is by way of the terminal unit, the user simply enters the pin using the user interface provided. The PIN is then formatted as an ISO-0 PIN block (Step 110). The PIN Block is then encrypted using a PIN key for transmission to the back end processing system. (Step 112)

Once all required and relevant information is obtained, the information is collated and used to build a transaction token (Step 116). However, before the transaction token can be properly constructed, the transport channel of the end financial transaction must be determined (Step 114). The transport channel can be by way of any unsecured public telecommunication infrastructure capable of message handling.

Once the transport channel has been determined, an initial transaction token is created. The initial transaction token comprises three elements:

- A Message Type Identifier. The message type identifier indicates the type of message being sent (e.g., transaction request; transaction repeat request; or transaction reversal request);
- A Bitmap. The Bitmap indicates which data elements are contained in the message.
- The Data Elements. These are the values of the data elements referred to in the bitmap.

This structure is shown graphically in FIG. 3.

It should be appreciated by the person skilled in the art that the structure used to define the bitmap is primarily regulated by ISO 8583:1987. Accordingly, the structure will not be defined in more detail here.

The initial transaction token is then padded as appropriate for the selected transport channel (Step 118). This may also include the addition of various data elements to the transaction token. The end result is an altered transaction token.

A session key is then calculated (Step 120). The altered transaction token is then encrypted using the session key to form an encrypted transaction token (Step 122).

A financial transaction protocol message is then compiled comprising the encrypted transaction token and such other communication requirements as dictated by the selected transport channel (Step 124).

It should be pointed out here that the initial transaction token may include a user’s PIN. In these circumstances, the PIN is encrypted using a separate key to that used to encrypt the transaction token.

The financial transaction protocol message is then sent to the back-end processing system via the selected transport channel as determined earlier (Step 126).

In accordance with a second, preferred embodiment of the invention, where like numerals reference like parts, there is a method of performing a financial transaction 200.

In this second embodiment the terminal unit 14 is a mobile communications device 202. The mobile communications device 202 incorporates a SIM card interface 204 for receiving and releaseably retaining a SIM card 206.

In this embodiment, the SIM card 206 takes the form of at least one integrated circuit formed on a physical medium. The at least one integrated circuit has erasable memory means stored thereon for storing executable software code. In this embodiment, the executable software code stored on the at least one integrated circuit is directed to two different functions—communications functionality and PSAM functionality. The executable software code stored on the at least one integrated circuit operates to provide the core functionality of its respective purpose (i.e., communications functionality or PSAM functionality as appropriate).

The physical medium is of similar size and shape to other standard SIM cards (not shown) and similarly has contacts at similar positions. The contacts press against, and allow for communication between, the SIM card 206 and the SIM card interface 204 when the SIM card 206 is releaseably retained therein.

In this manner, the interaction of the software stored on the SIM card 206 directed towards communication functionality and complimentary software stored on the mobile communications device 202 allows the mobile communications device 202 to communicate as per normal mobile phone devices (or their equivalents). This includes providing SMS messaging capability. Hereafter this will be referred to as the SIM application.

Similarly, the interaction of the software stored on the SIM card 206 directed towards PSAM functionality and complimentary software stored on the mobile communications device 202 allows the mobile communications device 202 to act as a PSAM. In this manner, when PSAM functionality is initiated, the interface of the mobile communications device 202 acts as the PSAM interface. Hereafter this will be referred to as the payment application.

The method of this second embodiment is now described as follows.
The user operates the mobile communication device 202 as is required to initiate execution of the payment application (Step 250). Once initiated, the payment application operates to create a new logical communications channel between the code portion stored on the device 202 and the code portion stored on the SIM card 206 (Step 252). This is necessary to prevent interruption of the normal operating procedure of the SIM application.

The logical communications channel remains open until such time as the payment application closes it.

The user then navigates the user interface of the payment application in a manner such as to instruct the payment application that a new financial transaction is to be created (Step 254).

When an indication is made that a new financial transaction is to be created, the payment application queries the user as to the type of the new financial transaction (Step 256). The user has the option of specifying one of the following types of financial transactions:

- Transaction request;
- Transaction repeat request; and
- Transaction reversal request.

As the form of each of these types of financial transactions is dictated by the transport channel used, the method of this embodiment of the invention will now be discussed purely in the context of a transaction request.

Following specification that the new financial transaction is a transaction request, the payment application operates to collect data related to the transaction (Step 258). This information comes from four sources:

- The payment application itself;
- The file system of the SIM card 206;
- The customer’s credit/debit card; and/or
- Where the processing rules so designate, an STK session.

For the purposes of this embodiment, the customer’s credit/debit card information is obtained by way of a card reader incorporated in, or otherwise attached to, the mobile communications device 202.

Furthermore, as a means of explaining this aspect of the invention, the processing rules require a PIN to be entered by way of an STK session (Step 260).

Obtaining a PIN via an STK session is handled by the SIM application as would be known to a person skilled in the art. However, once an STK session has commenced, communication between the payment application and the SIM application will receive an error message to indicate that the SIM card is busy with an STK session.

After the PIN has been retrieved by way of the STK session, the PIN is formatted as an ISO-0 PIN block (Step 262). The formatted PIN block is then encrypted using an exclusive-use key (Step 264). In this embodiment, the encryption is a triple DES encryption with in outer CBC mode using three different keys.

Once all required and relevant information is obtained, the information is collated and used to build a transaction token. However, before the transaction token can be properly constructed, the transport channel of the end financial transaction must be determined. In this embodiment, two alternative transport channels are available:

- GPRS; or
- SMS

GPRS is the preferred transport channel and, as such, a check is first made by the payment application to determine whether the financial transaction can be communicated by way of GPRS (Step 266). If so, an initial transaction token is created having the same structure as described in the first embodiment of the invention (Step 268).

The initial transaction token is then padded according to ISO 7816-4/ISO 9797-1 method 2 requirements (Step 270). An end token record data value is then appended to the padded token before further padding the token with the smallest number of null values until the altered token is a multiple of 8 bytes (Step 272).

A 128-bit message authentication code session key is then calculated (Step 274). The altered token is then encrypted using the message authentication code session key to form an encrypted transaction token (Step 276). In this embodiment, the encryption techniques used are DES based algorithms.

A key serial number is then also created (Step 278). The key serial number is an 80 bit value.

The financial transaction protocol message is then compiled with the key serial number forming the first element of the protocol message, followed by the transaction token and finally the message authentication code session key (Step 280).

Alternatively, if it is not possible to communicate the financial transaction by way of GPRS, the financial transaction protocol message is compiled as follows:

The initial transaction token is created and padded in the same manner as described for a GPRS-based communication (Steps 268 and 270). However, as part of this process, a padding counter and message counter are formed (Step 282). The padding counter and message counter are then appended to the message to form an unencrypted message (Step 284). The unencrypted message is then encrypted using a ciphering key based on 3GPP TS 03.48 specifications (Step 286).

An SMS header is then added as a precursor to the encrypted message to form a financial transaction protocol message ready for sending (Step 288).

It should be pointed out here that the initial transaction token may include a user’s PIN. In these circumstances, the PIN is encrypted using a separate key to that used to encrypt the transaction token.

The financial transaction protocol message is then sent to the back-end processing system using the appropriate transport channel as determined earlier (Step 290). In the case of communication by way of SMS message, this involves passing the message to the SIM application for transmission.

On receipt of a financial transaction protocol message by way of the GPRS transport channel, the back-end processing system first verifies the message authentication code with reference to the message authentication code session key (Step 292). If the message authentication code cannot be verified the financial transaction protocol message is disregarded and no further processing occurs (Step 294). However, as the inability to verify the financial transaction protocol message may be the result of transmission errors or corrupted data; the transaction is not terminated. The back-end processing system merely waits for the message to time out and the terminal unit initiate a retry message.

Once verified, the financial transaction protocol message is decrypted and forwarded to the acquiring network (Step 296).

In the case of financial transaction protocol messages sent by way of the SMS transport channel, it is assumed
that a SMSC to which the message is sent decrypts the financial transaction protocol message prior to forwarding to the back-end processing system (Step 298). The back-end processing system then forwards the decrypted message to the acquiring network (Step 300).

[0128] A method and apparatus constructed in accordance with this embodiment of the invention has advantages over other embodiments. In particular, as would be appreciated by the person skilled in the art, this embodiment addresses concerns such as:

[0129] The vulnerability of normal SIMs;
[0130] The limited memory available to a SIM for use during processing;
[0131] The further limited memory of the SIM available for use by other applications (such as the payment application); and
[0132] The large form factor required by existing units incorporating PSAM and SIM functionality.

[0133] It should be appreciated by the person skilled in the art that the above invention is not limited to the embodiment described. In particular, the following modifications and improvements may be made without departing from the scope of the present invention:

[0134] Forms of unsecured public telecommunication infrastructure with which the invention as described above can be implemented include: existing wired telephony systems; the internet. Accordingly, the unsecured public telecommunication infrastructure may be a wired or wireless telecommunication system.

[0135] The structure and codes used in forming the bitmap and data elements may vary as required by the system as implemented. Accordingly, any combination of structure and code may be used with the inventions described above.

[0136] The form of encryption used is subject only to the constraints of the transportation medium and the desired level of security to be adopted. For instance, if the application concerned requires message authentication, the encryption technique used for the message authentication code can be the ISO 9797-1 algorithm 3, using the DES algorithm in CBC mode.

[0137] It is preferred that the PIN block be encrypted using the 3DES-CBC/CMAC encryption standard.

[0138] It is preferred that the encryption of the transaction token as a whole be the 3DES-CBC/CMAC encryption standard where the transportation medium is GPRS and GSM 03.48 where the transportation medium is SMS.

[0139] A third encryption envelope may be used to secure an encrypted transaction token.

[0140] Existing public keys can be used for encryption and authentication of the token as a whole, but the PIN must be encrypted using a separate, exclusive use private key.

[0141] The user interface of the terminal unit 14 may be any of the following: a dedicated physical keypad; a touchscreen keypad; a digital stylus combined with character or handwriting recognition software.

[0142] Where the terminal unit 14 is not dedicated to processing transactions, the processing application may be required to setup secure communication channels within the terminal unit 14 itself to address security concerns.

[0143] An additional secure logical communications channel may be set up between the SIM application and the payment application where deemed necessary.

[0144] The processing rules also govern the amount of attempts that may be allowed for entering a valid PIN.

[0145] The number of times that a transaction request may be sent in respect of an initial transaction request is also governed by the processing rules.

[0146] Information relating to the transaction may be automatically obtained through a card reader or the like, or may be indirectly obtained by the customer inputting details related to the credit/debit card into the terminal unit 14.

[0147] The user's credit/debit card may be magnetic stripe card, a smart card such as an RFID card, near-field communication data reader or the like. The invention merely requires that an appropriate reader, or input device for entering information regarding the credit/debit card, be incorporated as part of the terminal unit 14.

[0148] While the invention has been described in the context of currency transactions, the invention should not be considered as limited to such transactions. The invention could just as easily be used to handle transactions involving credits, values, points or other mechanisms used by merchants for conducting a transaction (including loyalty and reward schemes).

[0149] Credit, debit and other banking applications operable to execute on the SIM card 206 may operate in conjunction with the PSAM functionality of the SIM card 206 to complete various financial transactions not otherwise described in this specification.

[0150] While the invention is contemplated as being in widespread use with devices whose functions centre around an in-built SIM card interface 204, the invention can also be used with any device that is otherwise in connection with an adaptor incorporating such a SIM card interface 204.

[0151] It should be further appreciated by the person skilled in the art that one or more of the above modifications or improvements, not being mutually exclusive, may be further combined to form yet further embodiments of the present invention.

1. A method of performing a financial transaction via unsecured public telecommunication infrastructure comprising the steps of:

- collecting data relating to a specified financial transaction type;
- building a transaction token including collected data and/or data derived from the collected data;
- encrypting the transaction token;
- creating a financial transaction protocol message incorporating the encrypted transaction token as dependent on a selected transport channel through which the message is to be conveyed; and
- conveying the financial transaction protocol message using the selected transport channel and by way of the unsecured public telecommunication infrastructure to a destination where the financial transaction protocol message will be further processed.

2. A method according to claim 1, where the step of collecting data relating to a specified transaction type includes the sub-step of collecting authentication data which is there-
after encrypted and the transaction token built thereafter includes the encrypted authentication data.

3. A method according to claim 2, including the step of formatting the authentication data.

4. A method according to claim 1, where the step of collecting data relating to a specified financial transaction type includes obtaining data by at least one of the following ways: from files stored on a device used to obtain the data; from a data reader associated with, or integrated into, the device used to obtain the data; from a customer by way of the user interface of the device used to obtain the data.

5. A method according to claim 1, where the step of collecting data relating to a specified financial transaction type includes obtaining a set of transaction rules applicable to the financial transaction type.

6. A method according to claim 1, further including the step of padding the transaction token as required for the selected transport channel.

7. A method according to claim 1, further including the step of calculating a session key, the session key then being used to encrypt the transaction token during the step of encrypting the transaction token.

8. A method according to claim 1, where the selected transport channel is GPRS.

9. A method according to claim 8, where the step of creating a transaction token includes the sub-steps of:

   appending an end token record data value to the transaction token;

   and padding the transaction token with null values until the altered transaction token is a multiple of 8 bytes.

10. A method according to claim 9, where the step of encrypting the transaction token further includes the sub-steps of calculating a message authentication code session key and encrypting the altered and padded transaction token using the message authentication code session key.

11. A method according to claim 10, where the step of creating a financial transaction protocol message includes the sub-step of creating a key serial number and where the financial transaction protocol message so created comprises the key serial number the transaction token and a message authentication code session key.

12. A method according to claim 1, where the selected transport channel is SMS.

13. A method according to claim 12, where the step of building the transaction token further includes the sub-steps of determining a padding counter and a message counter and appending the padding counter and the message counter to the message.

14. A method according to claim 13, where the step of encrypting the transaction token includes the sub-step of encrypting the transaction token using a ciphering key based on 3GPP TS 03.48 specifications.

15. A method according to claim 12, where the step of creating a financial transaction protocol message includes the sub-step of prefixing the encrypted transaction token with a SMS header.

16. A communications device for facilitating the performance of a financial transaction via unsecured public telecommunication infrastructure, the communications device operable to execute software stored thereon or on removable media In data and control communication with the device to:

   build a transaction token including collected data and/or data derived from the collected data;

   encrypt the transaction token;

   create a financial transaction protocol message incorporating the encrypted transaction token as dependent on a selected transport channel through which the message is to be conveyed; and

   convey the financial transaction protocol message using the selected transport channel and by way of the unsecured public telecommunication infrastructure to a destination where the financial transaction protocol message will be further processed.

17. A communications device according to claim 16, where collected data includes authentication data and where the transaction token includes the authentication data in an encrypted form.

18. A communications device according to claim 16, further including a reader for reading information stored on external devices.

19. A communications device according to claim 16, the communications device operable to communicate by way of one or more of the following transport channels: GPRS; SMS.

20. A card comprising at least one integrated circuit, the card being of similar size and shape to an ordinary SIM card where, when the card is received within a device having a SIM card interface, executable software stored on a memory means of the at least one integrated circuit and when executed, is able to communicate with software stored on the device thereby allowing the device to provide both SIM and PSAM functionality to a user of the device.

21. A card according to claim 20, where the device is only able to be operated as a SIM or PSAM at any point in time and communication between the software stored on the memory means and software stored on the device is by way of a logical communications channel.

22. A method according to claim 13, where the step of creating a financial transaction protocol message includes the sub-step of prefixing the encrypted transaction token with a SMS header.